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Nordic Roma Artist Platform project is making unvisible into 
visible and opening doors to international markets!  
 
The selection of 12 Nordic Roma Artists was publicized 28.11 in Nordic Cultural 
Point, Helsinki.  
 
An 8-person Nordic jury, consisting of highest authorities of arts and culture gathered in Kuopio in 
the OSKAR centre for Intercultural Interaction in the frames of Nordic Roma Artist Platform. Hosted 
and chaired by Cultural Counsellor Veijo Baltzar, the jury gathered to nominate 12 forerunning 
artists from Nordic countries for groundbreaking and exemplary activities. 
 
Nordic Roma Artist Platform 2017-2019 project, coordinated by Creative Association for Arts and 
Culture DROM is first of its kind. The project has provoked diverse aspirations and hopes reaching 
far to the future. In the publication and discussion event in Nordic Cultural Point, Helsinki 28.11 the 
members of NRAP jury emphisized that rich, diverse and vital art traditions have existed and evolved 
in Nordic countries side by side with majority cultures, but that they have remained fairly invisible 
until present.  Described as „tough negotiations“ by the chairman of jury Veijo Baltzar, the process 
of selection was an attemt to create a composition of quality artists that would have far-reaching 
and solid effects to societies of the Nordic region and globally: 
 

“I wish that this will bring Roma culture out into the world to concert promoters, literary agents 
and theatre producers and that it will be dynamic and growing and its visibility will increase. I 
hope that this platform will achieve its objectives in providing us non-Roma the important chance 
to know and understand the Roma culture better.” 
Michael Matz, Senior Advisor, Nordic Council, Sweden 
 
The game has began –from now on we will come and show what and who we are, not asking 
permission! I hope that NRAP will grow and develop as a vital and interactive platform. At the 
same I also wish that in the future we will not be needing this kind of platforms”.   
Mertsi Lindgren, National Province Artist, Arts Promotion Centre Finland 
 
 
“No doubt that there is a larger number of Roma artists in the Nordic countries than we have 
been able to present today at the platform. Therefore I hope that in the near future, the website 
can develop into a dynamic platform that might grow to include more Roma artists and spread 
knowledge about their artistic practice.” 
Hild Borchgrevink, Member of the Nordic Council’s Music Prize Committee, Norway 
 
“I initially wondered why Veijo Baltzar brought together members of the Jury and participants 
from such far distances –  but I now realize that by doing this you’re creating ambassadors for the 
platform and more largely for the Gipsy culture from different part s of the world. If you will 



continue bringing people to experience and being inspired by the Roma culture, who will return 
to their home countries and spread their knowledge and insights about meanings of Roma 
culture, this will definitely be the most effective way to spread the knowledge”.  
Frida Ingvarsdottir, Rector of Iceland University of Arts 
 
“I hope that this platform will have such an effect that in 20 or 30 years from now a Nobel prize 
winner in literature will say thankfulness for the NRAP platform because for the first time she or 
he discovered that ‘I also have a talent´’ and that ‘I can also be an artist’, because of the Roma 
artists presented on the platform now.  I hope that NRAP will be a strong inspirational source for 
new talents in the future globally – it’s the best criteria for the platform’s success” 
Arild Eriksen, Director of artist residence centre “Dale”, Norway 
 
“NRAP represents the important aspect of learning for the majority, empowerment for the Roma, 
and from the perspective of both – communication to build bridges and understanding. Most of 
all, I hope that in the future there will be numerous “bad applications” coming to NRAP, meaning 
that there will be not-yet-established talents without stages and platforms, who will get 
encouragement and inspiration to apply for NRAP time after time until they’ll better than anyone 
else”. 
Hedvig Westerlund-Kapnas, Senior Expert, Nordic Cultural Point, Denmark 

 
The rector of Iceland University of Arts Frida Ingvarsdottir presented the selection process and 
nominated artists. There were altogether 22 applications, of which 17 represented men and 5 
women. Ingvarsdottir told that Jury had some concerns about gender balance; also about the 
balance between different artforms. Most of the applications were in music, very few in film, 
literature, theater or dance - for example. The jury hoped that in the near future platform will 
grow and develop further and this way diversity will grow in all respects. 

According to Ingvarsdottir, jury ended up with a reasonably balanced and diverse list of very 
talented people from different artforms and of different ages; that should give an interesting 
overview of Roma artists in the Nordic region as well as to provide ample inspiration to everyone, 
regardless of their origins or nationality, that encounters their artistic expression. 

“The NRAP artists come from different generations; with different aspirations and very different 
artistic approaches. All are sincerely committed to their creative careers, some have been so for a 
long time while others are just starting. What they do have in common is that they provide the 
world with a meaningful insight into their culture and their heritage.” 

The list of selected artists for Nordic Roma Artist Platform (the list is presented in order of age 
starting from the youngest): 

  

1.      Sara Wilhelmsen, Norway (script-writer, theatre activist) 
2.      Djangomayn, Finland (rap-artist) 
3.      Carmen Baltzar, Finland (writer and film-maker) 
4.      Amadeus Lundberg, Finland (singer) 
5.      Dimitri Baltzar, Finland (poet, visual artist, singer) 
6.      Nina Castén, Finland (singer) 
7.      Dimitri Keiski, Finland (singer, musician) 



8.      Bahtale Roma band, Sweden 
9.      Suora Lähetys orkestra, Finland 
10.  George Michalache, Denmark (musician) 
11.  Fred Taikon, Sweden (author, activist) 
12.  Elias Akselsen, Norway (musician, singer) 

 
The next step is creating visibility for the nominated artists in the Nordic region and internationally: 
they all will get to participate in creation of their artistic portfolios that will be published in varios 
languages at www.nrap.info website. Artists will be engaged in diverse promotion activities: festival 
organizations, event and cultural producers, agents, the leading cultural institutions and related 
communication channels will be informed about the platform in Nordic countries, Europe and 
internationally. There is also planned international networking and mentoring activities for the 
NRAP artists. 
 
“Achieving equality among Roma artists in relation to the mainstream artists is extremely important. 
It is a necessary, yet very challenging task. It will not be enough to only appeal to majority population 
- the support and appreciation of the own community is also needed. It would be good, in my opinion, 
to actively find and encourage other artists from varios fields and cultures to collaborate with NRAP 
artists. To achieve common projects with the mainstream artists: performances, exhibitions. Veijo 
Baltzar would be a central figure in organizing such events – his role is in my opinion big ambitious 
events.  When there will be common events, there will be also common audiences. Artists, who have 
now been chosen for NRAP are diversely talented and have the gift and capability to bring forth their 
culture in such a manner that it makes majority citizens for opening their minds and hearts towards 
these artists and their background. These artists are now the first torch carriers, but they are not 
alone in their matter.” 
Tuula Väätäinen, II vice-chairman of Kuopio City Council 
 
 
“The selection process of artists was tough negotiations. The	differences	between	artists	applied	
for	NRAP	and	those	ones	who	ended	up	in	jury's	selection	were	thin. It exemplified us how much 
talent we have among us. We judges had tough job: we cannot be charity makers, nor pleasers. We 
Roma need to act on same level with majority artists and their power system in arts and creativity. 
As Gipsies and Roma we live the times of Aleksis Kivi* – in this sense we are young, even though our 
culture is old and we represent cultural majorities of the world. It’s great to see that those funding 
culture have understood, that we need equality. NRAP	platform	and	the	artists	it	highlights	does	
not	fade	the	competence	and	activities	of	other	Roma	artists.	I	will	continue	following	the	activities	
of	ALL	artists	and	will	encourage	to	apply	for	NRAP	in	its	following	phases	and	future	activities.“	
-	Cultural	Counsellor	Veijo	Baltzar 
 
More information: 
 
Nina Castén,  
tel. +358  445090683  
nina@creativedrom.fi 
www.drom.fi / www.nrap.info 
 
(*Aleksis Kivi is a national writer of Finland) 


